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Mission statement: 

Our goal is to create a documentary that will be 

viewed each year by future seniors and visitors of Da 

Vinci Design. We will use the power of film to capture 

the full experience that comes with senior projects.



The Team
“Why are we the ones to solve the problem we identified?”

Daniel Carranza
Research Analyst

Daniel is in charge of keeping 

everyone on task and make 

sure we are moving forward on 

the documentary. He creates 

group questions and is also the 

point man for communication 

and collection of research.

Ricardo Herrera
Art Director

Ricardo is in charge of deciding 

what shots we need. Along with 

that he is the main cameraman 

knowing the most about 

photography and how to make 

scenes look more appealing. 

Also creates storyboard/outline.

Joseph is in charge of making 

sure all paperwork/ 

powerpoints of the project are 

done. He will also be in 

charge of distributing work 

evenly among the group. 

Point man for organization.

Lanz Domingo
Film Director

Lanz is the editor of our 

documentary. He is charge of 

all of the footage taken and 

putting them together to 

create one cohesive film. 

Joseph Nunez
Task Manager



Our Production team will be documenting 

3 groups of seniors from Exhibition Night 

to Final POL. Then we will compile it into 

a 30 minute documentary for future 

generations of students and parents to see 

what exactly senior projects are. We will 

also be making a shorter 3-5 minute video 

for DaVinci promoters to use. 

Our Objectives 

and  

Deliverables
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Article Research Video Research
Gettysburg Times
-Gets students thinking what they are passionate 
about
-Students are able to put their passions to use
-Allows students to explore possible career fields
-Allows students to find their inner potential and 
capabilities
The Guardian News Article
-How documentaries can change people and their 
views
-Examples of good and bad documentaries
-One people just watched and never acted vs watched 
and created movement
6 Types of Documentaries Article
-What documentaries are best for certain films
-How the style can help or diminish a documentary
-Overall helped finalize what we are doing using the 
technical filming terms
Edutopia Article Importance of Project Based 
Learning
-To set students up for success in today’s world more 
is needed than just a textbook
-Skills learned are responsibility, planning, critical 
thinking, communication, etc.

Supersize Me 
(2004) Morgan Spurlock

-Created a lasting effect in getting rid of Supersize 

options at McDonald’s

-An action followed the documentary

Outside of the Box
(2015) Brianna Harris

-Older example of student documentary from 

DaVinci

-Documentary on special needs education

Final Documentary
(2015) Roberto Garcia

-Student documentary on senior projects

-Guideline on what we need to include and what 

didn’t work in the documentary



What this research has influenced..

Gettysburg Times
-Helped with planning what shots are needed for 
shorter version of film
-The film will be focused more on PBL while using 
senior projects to display that
-Senior projects are the highest level of projects at 
Design
The Guardian News Article
-Influenced the layout of our full documentary 
-Helped create the ending to leave the audience with a 
take away/call to action
6 Types of Documentaries Article
-Helped choose how we would create the documentary
Edutopia Article Importance of Project Based Learning
-Helps gives up ideas for what types of questions to 
ask about PBL
-Also an idea of what shots we need to show and give 
overall feel of PBL at Design

Article Research Video Research
What this research has influenced..

Supersize Me 
-Taught us how to include a call to action/leave a take away 

from the film at the ending

-Showed a manner of filming where the people documenting 

were rarely seen 

Outside of the Box
-Showed us what a student documentary looks like

-Gave us an example of what types of scenes of the school 

we could use for intro or transitioning

Final Documentary
-What scenes of senior projects contributed most to the 

documentary

-Showed us what scenes were missing, how to transition 

through the stages of senior projects

-Overall gave us sense of what to do and what not to do



Documentary Styles

Poetic Expository Observational Participatory Reflexive Performative Interactive

-People 

appear as 

entities like 

any other 

object

-Not life-

like

-Breaks up 

the story 

into 

fragments

-Speaks directly 

to audience

-More engaging

-Try to convince 

the viewer to 

see argument 

one way

-little to no 

interaction for 

viewers

-in between 

abstract and 

direct

-subtle music in 

background

-Filming by 

replicating the 

subject

-Can’t film 

without 

interfering with 

the subject 

group

-Draw 

attention to 

themselves

-But don’t 

display 

direct facts, 

let viewer 

decide for 

themselves

-Let’s viewer 

see into a new 

scenario they 

might not 

know of

-Shows them a 

truth in the 

world, 

enlighten the 

viewer

-People being 

filmed 

responding to 

questions 

asked of 

them

-Filmers 

voice edited 

out



Using the information 

gathered on documentary 

styles, the best ones for 

our purposes are...

Expository, Reflexive, and Interactive

Expository brings…

● Speaking directly to the viewers

● This brings the most engagement to the audience

● Tries to influence and leave a lasting mark on viewer

● Has a main argument and a clear side on that argument

Reflexive brings…

● Provoke emotions to the viewer

● To enlighten a person on a new subject matter

● Give them insight to a new scenario that they might not have 

perspective on

Ex: Ethnic minorities, LGBT community, etc.

Interactive brings…

● People being filmed responding to questions asked of them

● Filmers voice edited out

● Interviewees are the ones leading the film



Basic Outline

- Organized

- Simpler

- More Generic



Detailed Outline

- More specific

- More informative

- Precise

- Structured



Calendars 
And 
Organization



Questioning and Interviews



Our 3 Focus Groups
Group 1

Project Change Me

Hannah Rose Ryan

Dayo Ables Sullivan

Julia Davis

Nelson Maldonado
Group 2

Register-4-Change

Mario Herrera

Jonathan Kidd

Arianna Castaneda

Amanda Parisse

Group 3

Furgotten Friends

Paulina Mayorga

Taylor Glass

Leen 

Susan Salgado



Action Research/In the field 





Major Events
Our goals for the documentary follow these events...

Exhibition Night
(Complete)

-Obtain the first amount of 

footage

-Footage includes 

interviews, time lapses, and 

intro to groups

-Kickstart the project by 

letting people know what 

our end product will be

Pitch POL
(Complete)

-Began to focus scenes solely on 

3 groups

-Interview groups

-Be able to capture pieces of 

their Pitch POL’s on film and 

present a trailer for ours

Mid Way POL
(Complete)

-Interview how work was 

divided in groups

-Prove our documentary is 

working by having previous 

footage

-Have 20-25 mins of film 

done

Senior Showcase
(Complete)

-Field work with any groups 

that go out

-Record our groups at Senior 

Showcase

-Have a 30 min version of 

film displayed at Senior 

Showcase

Final POL
(Currently in 

process)
-We want to conclude the 

process displaying our film 

before or after our Final 

POL

-Leave the film to the 

teachers to be able to be 

used each year as needed
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Our Return on 

Investment 



Natasha 
Morse

Carla 
Levenson

Current Contacts 

(Updated)



- Created an estimated 30 
minute film

- We spoke to Natasha Morse 
and Scott Weatherford

- Created a short video
- Completed 21 page process 

paper
- Showed a version of 

documentary at Senior 
Showcase

What We Have 

Accomplished    

Since MidWay POL



Reflection



THE END
Thank You!


